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Abstract - Smart meter is an advanced energy meter that measures energy consumption in residential, 

commercial and industrial facilities with additional information related to the power system. This paper aims to 

review system functions of the latest smart meter technology which incorporates Advanced Metering 

Infrastructure (AMI). The paper also proposes future smart meter with some modification and improvement of 

AMI technology by introducing Artificial Intelligence Metering (AIM) techniques where the energy consumed 

by consumers' appliances is fully supervised by AIM. The AIM function is almost the same as AMI technology, 

but with some enhancement including schedule of various appliance usage by customers, PV integration and 

power quality monitoring. These modifications can facilitate consumers to manage their energy usage wisely, 

mean while promoting green technology to the community. 

 Keywords—Artificial intelligence, user interface, AIM, PV. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The development of Advanced Metering 

Infrastructure or AMI system has brought the 

greatest change in the technology of energy 

metering. The technology upgrades from 

mechanicalrotating disc energy meter to electronic 

energy metering device and then to intelligent 

energy meter, called automatic meter reading 

(AMR) . This technology helps send energy 

consumption data from buildings, factories and 

houses to the utilities for load curve, power quality 

analysis and consumers’ billing purposes. In the 

meantime, the Advanced Metering Infrastructure 

(AMI) is also introduced to integrate the meter 

with grid and households for better analysis of 

transmitted power and usage. The AMI technology 

includes two-way communication between utility 

companiesand customers ’smart meter. This device 

communicates withconsumers and utilities through 

power line carrier and this isaimed to help 

households to consume energy wisely. The 

AMIcan be defined as a ‘smart meter’device due to 

its user-interfaceability and provision of all 

parameters that are related with users’energy 

consumption as well as utility companies. The 

parameters that are employed in AMI system are 

energy consumption,real power, reactive power, 

power factor, voltage, current, andmaximum 

energy demand. These parameters will ensure 

theenergy usage quality at receiving end and 

provide information oncurrent energy price to 

consumers. Moreover, most of the smartmetering 

devices are able to record the activities of 

householdsthrough energy consumption profile  

The Advanced Metering Infrastructure 

systemIn order to deploy Advanced Metering 

Infrastructure systeminto electric distribution 

system, seven systems inside the smartmeter need 

to be considered namely, system 

communication,system control, remote 

communication and monitoring, systemsecurity, 

remote software upgrade and data collection and 

encryption .  

 

II. The following sections describe various 

technologies used in the mentioned sub systems. 

A. Communication system 

Communication system in smart meter technology 

is a priorityfunction since energy consumption data 

of consumers need to beaccurately recorded in 

real-time or near real-time by the utility.Generally, 

data from smart meter will be transmitted to utility 

forload curve analysis and billing purposes. 

According to ,integration between Demand Side 

Management (DSM) programand AMI system 

improves load management in distribution net-

work and maximize energy efficiency. The 

existence of two-waycommunication in AMI 

system assists DSM program to achievereal-time 

pricing for billing charge. At the same time, load 
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curvecan be updated almost every minute to 

estimate time of maximumdaily load in distribution 

area. With real time load curve analysis,energy 

price and tariff can be revised frequently so as to 

satisfycustomers and utilities. The energy time-

varying pricing can becategorized into three types 

which are time of use (TOU) pricing,critical peak 

pricing (CPP) and real time pricing (RTP) . 

TOUpricing is less efficient compared to CPP in 

terms of energy pricefluctuations against time. 

However, the most efficient energypricing is RTP 

where it can be achieved whenever the AMI 

systemis fully deployed in distribution network. 

The advantage of thispricing is that it reduces load 

demand during peak time accordingto 

consumers'concern about high bill charges. 

Eventually, itdecreases load demand during peak 

time as well as excessiveenergy wastage. 

B. Control system 

The control system is one of the built-in systems in 

smartmeter devices where it functions as self-

monitoring and controlling consumers'utilities. For 

example, Caoetal. conducted anexperiment for 

water flowing system controlled by AMR 

meter.Water sensors located at the main pipe 

measure the water flowvelocity and transmit it to 

AMR meter to record and monitor.A proposed 

error estimation algorithm is programmed into 

AMRsystem device as a feedback component to 

water flow activity.In general, the function of 

feedback system in the meter device asillustrated in 

Fig. 1 is to calibrate output values by controlling 

inputvalues in smart metering system. Normally, 

external and internalnoises in practical operation 

interrupt the system which frequentlycauses slight 

deviation in output values. Therefore, the 

feedbacksystem readjusts the input rate so that the 

output rate lies withinan acceptable range. For 

example, to maintain power factor above0.85, Ali 

et al. suggested remote switch to external 

capacitorbank. The relay switch must be controlled 

under smart metersupervision. The smart meter 

measures the reactive power todecide the quantity 

of capacitor to connect parallel to load. As aresult, 

it prevents penalty charge by utility since power is 

consumed efficiently . Instead of controlling utility 

buildings, Neal presented benefits of AMI 

applications to utility companies.The author 

manipulated AMI system as ‘Voltage 

Sensors’topropose Advanced Volt/VAr Control 

(AVVC) system. The functionof ‘Voltage 

Sensors’is to send voltage information to AVVC 

viacentral Meter Data Management System 

(MDMS). After that,Smart Inverter in AVVC 

system recovers voltage drop and mitigatereactive 

power flow instantaneously based on data analysis 

fromAVVC system. This system maintains the 

voltage and minimizesreactive power flow in 

distribution network 

C. Remote communication and monitoring 

The remote communication system is developed 

based on relaymechanism controlled from utility 

base station. The utility isauthorized to remotely 

connect or disconnect the electricity viasmart meter 

depending on the households'electricity bill 

paymentissues. Furthermore, monitoring system 

from base stationserves as an evidence record to 

tampering and hacking activitiesby irresponsible 

users. However, Cleveland questioned 

thereliability of remote disconnect/connect 

function in meteringsystem when undetected 

hacking and tampering issues areencountered. The 

author stated the possibility of meter to 

send‘invisible’signal to disconnect millions of 

meters instantaneouslyby hackers. Thus, it 

highlighted four generic criteria for 

securityassessment which are confidentiality, 

integrity, availability andaccountability. These 

criteria are applied into AMI network tostrengthen 

the robustness of security system. 

D. Security system 
The security system is the toughest system to build 

in a smartmeter system. Many cases related to 

electricity theft occur becausemeters fail to detect 

physical and system modification. Eventhough the 

robustness level of security system is improving 

yearby year, techniques to manipulate the meter 

might be easilyexposed on the internet. Ideas and 

knowledge on meter development are shared 

through the World Wide Web by 

engineers,programmers or hackers as free and 

public information. However,this information 

could be abused by anonymous consumers 

tocorrupt the meter system. As previously 

mentioned, four requirements are crucial for robust 

security. The first criterion isconfidentiality of 

consumers’energy usage. An agreement must 

besigned by both utility and consumers which 

classifies energy datainformation from any persons 

or organizations or companies except with 

authorized permission. The second criterion is 

Integrity security which can be divided into smart 

meter integrity andintegrity of customer gateways. 

The meter must be intelligent toprotect from 

unidentified alterations and the customer 

gatewaysmust be able to sense unauthorized 

changes. Next criterion iscontinuous availability 

between smart meter and AMI system andfinally, 

accountability or non-repudiation for transparent 

billingprocess and control command. 

E. Remote software upgrade 
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Most microprocessors inside smart meters require 

operatingsystem to execute metering infrastructure. 

Basically, any softwareinstalled into the 

microprocessor will operate according to 

itsprogram. For smart meter software, the common 

programs aremeasuring active and reactive energy, 

voltages and demand profileparameters in every 

time interval for load profiling. Some-times, 

several adjustments on the software programs are 

requiredto improve measurement accuracy as 

presented by Luan et all.They improved the 

reliability indices accuracy and introducedcustomer 

interruption cost in AMI system. The refinement of 

theproposed reliability calculation is based on 

detailed consumers’load and outage event which 

only can be obtained through a smartmeter. 

Furthermore, an additional customer interruption 

cost datacan be used by utility to estimate cost of 

loss due to a power failureevent. So, the software 

should be updated or upgraded to improve 

functionality of AMI system. Yao-Chung et all 

proposedmachine-to-machine (M2M) remote 

software update usingDynamic Software Update 

Model (DSUM) technique. This technique 

eliminates the need for rebooting after software is 

updated.Usually, rebooting is a common procedure 

for any software toexecute the updated system. 

However, previous runtime stateswill be lost after 

reboot and it is not convenient for non-stoprunning 

processes required in some systems such as 

energymetering systems. Therefore, this 

application can be developedin smart meter since it 

preserves runtime states, which meansdata 

interruptions can be prevented when meter 

software is beingupdated. As a result, this approach 

increases company management level since it 

reduces labor cost and time to manuallyupgrade 

smart meter at each facility. 

F. Data collection and encryption 

Before the smart meter was invented, energy data 

werecollected manually by workers for billing 

purpose. This conventional method was applied for 

mechanical rotating disc energymeter as it only 

displays energy consumption in kWh. 

Smartmeters, on the other hand, measure, record 

and send energy datain real time or near real time. 

Another issue that needs to beaddressed is, when a 

lot of energy data from smart meters aretransmitted 

to the same central station, it could be difficult 

forutility provider to manage the billing for each 

house. In order tosimplify the management 

process, the collected energy data areencrypted 

with house identification 

 

III. Other development of AMI 

From the economical point of view, millions of 

dollars havebeen invested through the involvement 

of many utility companiessuch as power, water and 

gas providers to deploy meteringinfrastructure in 

residential, commercial and industries 

buildings.Hongfei et al. proved that water 

management system can beincorporated with smart 

metering system under AMR device.The authors 

proposed predictive usage analytic toolkit to 

analyzewater usage in customers'residences. This 

research indicatesthat both water and electricity 

management system can bemanaged by the same 

meter device and same base station.So, the 

cooperation between these utility companies 

includingwater and gas providers under smart 

meter development willmerge all utility companies 

into one big company. The impact ofmerging may 

eradicate dependency on the government 

andstrengthen companies'financial statuses. Thus, 

utility billing isnot only electricity payment but 

also consists water and gas 

payment in the same bill  

 

IV. Future smart meter 

When defining ‘smart’terminology, the device 

should supportmultiple programs instead of only 

displaying kilo Watt hour(kW h). The ability to 

integrate with many software programsand external 

hardware is critical as it does not only provide 

moreinformation to consumers but must also be 

able to adapt toconsumers’desires. This 

terminology has been described in mobilephone 

technology where it defined a smart phone as a 

portabletelecommunication device, operated by a 

powerful processor,requires an operating system to 

process all software applicationsinstalled, and has 

an intelligent user interface. Moreover, internet 

accessibility and Global Positioning System (GPS) 

are thepriority requirements to make smart phone 

more intelligent.Another example for 

‘smart’terminology is smart TV. It has somesimilar 

features as smart phones which is intelligent user 

interfaceand web accessibility. Benziet all 

presented the benefitofsmart meter interfacing 

when it is fully integrated with all in-house 

appliances and user-friendly to householders. The 

objectives of future home automation is to aim for 

energy saving andcarbon emission reduction. The 

authors proposed four architectures of smart meter 

network for consumer-oriented meter 

houseinterface including, dedicated serial line, 

wireless, power line andweb-based communication 

so as to comprehend and facilitatecustomers into 

wise electricity usage. Therefore, in order to 

fulfill‘smart’criteria for smart energy meter, 
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intelligent user interface,internet accessibility and 

integration ability to other devices willbe required. 

 

V. Artificial Intelligent Meter (AIM) 

In the future, Artificial Intelligent Meter (AIM) or 

AI meter willbe the main choice for smart meters 

since it manages energyconsumption of consumer 

independently, communicates with thehouseholds 

and providers and improves quality of power 

supplyunder supervision of artificial-intelligent 

power quality diagnosisin AIM device. All 

appliances in the house will be monitoredand 

controlled by AIM after it receives 

householders’permissions. The AI meter 

recognizes all appliances location based on 

SmartMulti-Power Tap (SMPT) device approach. 

The SMPT is amini-outlet device that detects 

power flow from any active socketoutlet. Each 

active socket outlet will send its identity and 

locationto AI meter via Home Area Network 

(HAN) for monitoring anddata records. The ability 

of SMPT to switch off appliances remotelyafter it 

received command from the meter assists AI meter 

tomanage all appliance activities under 

households’permission.Moreover, the SMPT 

placement will be supported by RECognitionof 

electrical Application and Profiling in real-time or 

RECAPcombined with Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN) process. TheRECAP technique profiles all 

appliances’load separately by assigning appliances 

based on its power consumption, power 

factorvalue, peak current and voltage, RMS current 

and voltage, signature length, and sampling 

frequency. Meanwhile, the ANN processwill be 

trained to identify and classify all appliances 

signaturesaccording to level of energy 

consumption. An additional feature inAI meter is 

short-term load forecasting . This feature 

predictsfuture load profile pattern based on 

statistical analysis fromprevious load profile at 

certain evaluation period. With thisfeature, the AI 

meter will recommend a suitable schedule for 

allappliances usage to householders. The schedule 

must be synchronized with human presence of in 

the house. Therefore, broadcasting wave must be 

employed in SMPT to detect the humanpresence 

and absence in the house.The advantages of AI 

meter include controls of the energyconsumption 

efficiently since it provides a quota of energy 

consumption to customer. The energy quota is a 

reference for AI meterto manage all appliances use 

in customer’s premises. Fig. 2indicates the AI 

meter operation as a flow chart and the 

explanations are as below: 

 
 

1) The meter will analyze and record human 

activities in thehouse and power consumed from 

each appliance by calculatingthe average energy 

consumed for a day, week and month 

anddifferentiates between weekdays and weekends. 

These twofactors are important and taken into 

consideration to deter-mine the energy quota for 

householder. 

2) The AI meter will categorize all appliances into 

three groupswhich are light loads, medium loads 

and heavy loads. Thesegroups are based on the 

capacity of load and the frequency ofappliance use. 

3) The AI meter will suggest the range of energy 

quota tocustomers to decide the quota setting of 

energy consumption.After the quota of energy 

consumption is set, the AI meter willsuggest 

several options of schedule for appliance use. 

Theschedules are personalized to 

customers’activities in theirhouses. 

4) If the energy consumption has reached 90% of 

the quota, the AI meter will alert the householders 
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by sending this informationto householders’mobile 

phone or e-mail. 

 

VI. PHOTOVOLTAIC (PV) INTEGRATION 

In the next decade, photovoltaic or PV 

installation on everyrooftop could be a reality. The 

AI meter will play its role as amanagement system 

between energy generated by PV and 

energysupplied from grid [50]. The system may 

reduce the energy supplyfrom grid since PV can 

provide parts of energy to lights andmedium loads 

such as fluorescent lamps, motors etc. 

Furthermore,the energy generated by PV will also 

be stored into batter dislocated in the house and 

applied as ‘back up’energy duringoutages. An 

additional switch located in the house’s 

distributionboard will be controlled by the AI 

meter so as to switch betweengrid power supply 

and batteries during power outage. The abilityof AI 

meter to sense instantaneous over-current 

circumstancesbefore the circuit breaker and switch 

to batteries will be a solutionto preserve the house 

appliances from any disruption. Moreover,an 

excess energy generated by PV will be sold to grid 

where the AImeter will measure the energy 

transferred to grid. This conditioncan reduce the 

electricity bill since it can deduct the 

energypurchased from utility. Fig. 3 illustrates how 

the AI meter workswith PV integration. 

 

 

 
VII. INTELLIGENT POWER QUALITY 

METER 

Another function in AI meter is power quality 

monitoring that focuses on Total Harmonic 

Distortion (THD) detection. De Capua has 

introduced ‘grey box’calibration in Fast Fourier 

Transformcalculation by using Field Programming 

Gate Array (FPGA) platform. This feature will be 

implemented into the AI meter. Theaccurate 

measurement will determine the percentage of 

distortiongenerated by harmonic source. This 

energy meter not onlymeasures the percentage of 

THD, but it also can include thepenalty charge for 

high harmonic distortion especially 

currentharmonics. Referring to British Standard 

Regulation, BS EN 50160,the total harmonic 

distortion percentage for voltages must notexceed 

8% for one week monitoring in low voltage 

distributionnetwork and the penalty charge will be 

issued if the consumersviolate the regulation. The 

meter will alert the customers and thepenalty 

charge will be included in the monthly bill 

statement.With the assistance of the AI meter, the 

THD monitoring can beoperated all the time. 

Therefore, harmonic monitoring is necessaryat an 

earlier stage to ensure good power quality. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
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This paper reviewed several systems inside the 

AdvancedMetering Infrastructure which are system 

communication, systemcontrol, remote 

communication and monitoring, system 

security,remote software upgrade and data 

collection and encryption. Allthese systems are 

required in order to fulfill the ‘smart’criteria.A new 

modification of Advanced Metering Infrastructure 

(AMI)technology that is the Artificial Intelligent 

Meter (AIM) is proposedlocated in the house and 

applied as ‘back up’energy duringoutages. An 

additional switch located in the house’s 

distributionboard will be controlled by the AI 

meter so as to switch betweengrid power supply 

and batteries during power outage. The abilityof AI 

meter to sense instantaneous over-current 

circumstancesbefore the circuit breaker and switch 

to batteries will be a solutionto preserve the house 

appliances from any disruption. Moreover,an 

excess energy generated by PV will be sold to grid 

where the AImeter will measure the energy 

transferred to grid. This conditioncan reduce the 

electricity bill since it can deduct the 

energypurchased from utility. Fig. illustrates how 

the AI meter workswith PV integration. 
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